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BICEP2 IN CORPUSCULAR DESCRIPTION OF INFLATIONG. Dvali a;b;*, C. Gomez b;e**aCenter for Cosmology and Partile Physis, Department of Physis, New York University10003, New York, NY, USAbArnold Sommerfeld Center for Theoretial Physis,Department für Physik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Münhen80333, Münhen, GermanyMax-Plank-Institut für Physik80805, Münhen, GermanyeInstituto de Físia Teória UAM-CSIC, C-XVIUniversidad Autónoma de Madrid, Cantoblano28049, Madrid, SpainReeived Otober 4, 2014A orpusular quantum desription of in�ation shows that there is no fundamental problem with trans-Plankianexursions of the in�aton �eld up to about 100 Plank masses, with the upper bound oming from the or-pusular quantum e�ets. In this desription, the r parameter measures the ratio of oupation numbers ofgravitons versus in�atons, whih, aording to BICEP2, was roughly a half at the time of 60 e-foldings prior tothe end of in�ation. We stress that in a non-Wilsonian UV self-ompletion of gravity, any trans-Plankian modeoupled to the in�aton is a blak hole. Unlike the Wilsonian ase, integrating them out gives an exponentiallysuppressed e�et and is unable to prevent trans-Plankian exursions of the in�aton �eld.Contribution for the JETP speial issue in honor of V. A. Rubakov's 60th birthdayDOI: 10.7868/S0044451015030192The measurement of a large tensor mode byBICEP2 [1℄ gives a very strong indiation that quan-tum gravity e�ets are reliably omputable within thestandard quantum �eld theory approah as long as thegraviton wavelengths are larger than the Plank lengthLP . The standard omputations for both tensor [2℄and salar [3℄ modes are performed in the semilassiallimit, in whih, although the graviton �utuations arequantized, the gravitational bakground itself is stilltreated lassially. In quantum language, this meansthat the quantum orpusular struture of the bak-ground remains unresolved or, equivalently, the numberof orpusles N is taken in�nite. This is very similar,for example, to interation between an isolated quan-tum partile and a lassial eletromagneti wave, inwhih the number of onstituent photons is taken in-*E-mail: gd23�nyu.edu**E-mail: esar.gomez�uam.es

�nite. Obviously, in this treatment, any 1=N e�etoming from the �nite oupation number of photonsis left unaounted. Similarly, in the standard treat-ment of in�ation, any e�et oming from the quantumsubstruture of the bakground remains unaounted.Thus, for a omplete piture, we must undertakeone more step and formulate a orpusular desrip-tion [4; 5℄ that resolves the would-be lassial bak-grounds, suh as blak holes or in�ationary spaes, interms of onstituent quantum orpusles, gravitons andin�atons. Suh a piture is neessary for addressing thefundamental questions that BICEP2 results are posing.In partiular, when interpreted within the in�a-tionary paradigm [6℄, BICEP2 results suggest that therange of hange of the in�aton �eld is trans-Plankian,as it is the ase, for example, in Linde's haoti in-�ation [7℄ with the potential V = m2�2. In partilephysis, one often raises the question about the fun-damental onsisteny of trans-Plankian hanges of ex-petation values of salar �elds. For short, we refer tothese expetation values as VEVs, although the �elds595 14*



G. Dvali, C. Gomez ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015are not neessarily in the ground state. In order toanswer this question, we need a mirosopi theory ofin�ation. We address this issue within a reently for-mulated orpusular theory of in�ation [5℄, and showthat the trans-Plankian hange of the in�aton VEV ispermitted although the range is unexpetedly stronglylimited from above.Within this desription, the large tensor modetranslates as a relatively large ratio of the oupationnumbers of graviton and in�aton quanta that omposethe would-be-lassial bakground. As long as the Hub-ble volume is larger than the Plank length, the deBroglie wavelengths of onstituent gravitons and in�a-tons are large and they are weakly interating. Thestandard results [2; 3℄ an then be reliably reproduedfrom our orpusular theory, as long as the followingbound is satis�ed [5℄: � > N�2=3: (1)Here, � is the standard in�ationary slow-roll parame-ter and N is the oupation number of soft gravitonsthat ompose the lassial bakground. For the m2�2potential, this bound translates as� < MP (MP =m)2=5; (2)whereMP is the Plank mass. This upper bound omesfrom orpusular e�ets [5℄ and is be explained below.From observations, m � 1013, and hene the upperbound is within the reliability range. We note, how-ever, that (2) is more stringent than what we wouldobtain from imposing a naive semilassial onstrainton the energy density to stay below the Plank density,whih instead would give � < MP (MP =m)1=2.We now explain this point. For de�niteness, fol-lowing [5℄, we disuss the simplest large-�eld in�a-tionary model with the potential V = m2�2 [7℄. Itis well known that lassially this system enters thein�ationary regime whenever the slow-roll parameter� � M2P =�2 is less than one. Or, equivalently, if thein�aton VEV exeeds the Plank mass. Is this a prob-lem at the fundamental level? We address this questionwithin the orpusular theory, whih reprodues all theknown preditions, but at the same time is powerfulenough to indiate whether some inonsisteny arisesat the fundamental level.Within this orpusular desription, the above sys-tem, inluding the lassial bakground, is viewedquantum-mehanially as being omposed out of or-pusles, graviton and in�aton quanta. That is, thewould-be-lassial salar and gravitational �elds are

viewed as a multi-partile quantum state of in�atonand graviton Bose gases. The respetive oupationnumbers are given byN = M2PH2 and N� = Np� : (3)We note that these orpusles are in a bound state andtherefore are o�-shell. However, the �o�-shellness� ismild and it therefore makes perfet sense to talk aboutonstitueny. We an draw an analogy [4℄ with theQCD baryon as a omposite of N quarks with N thenumber of olors, whih admits a nearly lassial de-sription [8℄ for large N . But, unlike the baryon, whihis stable, the Hubble path is a loose union and depletesquantum mehanially. Unlike the quarks, the gravi-tons and in�atons an exist in the free state and theHubble path depletes quantum mehanially by emit-ting them out of the would-be-lassial bakground.In this piture, the lassial evolution is reovered asa mean-�eld limit (N =1, ~ = 0, H = �nite), whereasthe standard semilassial physis in [2; 3℄ up to 1=N -orretions is reovered for N = �nite, ~ = �nite, andH = �nite.One we have a mirosopi quantum theory, wean fully handle the physial meaning of the trans-Plankian in�aton VEV. It is obvious from (3) that thephysial meaning of ��MP is the relative inrease ofthe in�aton oupation number. This inrease wouldbe problemati if it ould result in a breakdown of thepreditive power, for example, by rendering some in-terations strong or expansion parameters large.In fat, the allowed range for the � VEV is bigenough for what is needed for aommodating haotiin�ation and deriving the density perturbations reli-ably at the fundamental level. On the other hand, therange is still strongly limited by (2).To see this, we fous on reproduing density per-turbations. In this framework, the density perturba-tions are the result of quantum depletion. Namely,due to quantum resattering, the onstituent orpuslesare systematially pushed out of the would-be groundstate. The hierarhy between the salar and tensormodes of density perturbations is the result of thedi�erent rates of sattering in graviton�in�aton andgraviton�graviton hannels. This di�erene is a sim-ple onsequene of the di�erene in oupation num-bers. Sine the bakground houses 1=p� times morein�atons than gravitons, the depletion in the satteringhannels with in�aton partiipation is enhaned. Cor-respondingly, we end up with the following expressionfor r parameter:596



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 BICEP2 in orpusular desription of in�ation : : :r � N2N2� � �: (4)It is interesting that in the light of the BICEP2 data,suggesting the large value r � 0:2, the above relationtells us that at the time of 60 e-foldings prior to theend of in�ation, the oupation numbers of in�atonsand gravitons were di�erent by only a fator of two.Whether there is a deeper physial meaning of this fatneeds to be understood.On the other hand, the omputational range for �is muh more narrow than what one would naively ex-pet from the semilassial theory, and is limited by thebound (1) [5℄, whih for V = m2�2 translates to (2).This limit has no ounterpart in the semilassialanalysis and is intrinsially quantum. This is due tothe orpusular orretions. As we said, the orpusu-lar piture agrees with the semilassial treatment onlyup to 1=N orpusular e�ets, per Hubble time. Thatis, the standard semilassial treatment annot fully a-ount for the true omposite nature of the bakground,and this amounts to an error of the order 1=N per eahHubble time. These orretions keep aumulating overthe duration of in�ation. The physial meaning of thisgrowing orretion is very transparent. Due to quan-tum depletion, after eah Hubble time, the bakgroundis left with �N � 1=p� less number of orpusles. Thishange is not aounted for by the lassial evolution.Thus, for eah subsequent Hubble time, there is an er-ror between the two omputations (semilassial andquantum).This orpusular error sums up to an order-one dif-ferene after the number of elapsed Hubble times be-omes � Np�. Should the in�ation be allowed to lastthis long, the semilassial treatment would simply be-ome unreliable. But, on the other hand, the numberof Hubble times omputed from the lassial evolutionis given by � 1=�. Requiring the onsisteny betweenthe two values reates a reliability bound (1) or equiv-alently (2). Violation of this bound renders the stan-dard semilassial treatment fully unreliable, beauseit makes the duration of in�ation long enough for theaumulation of an order-one quantum error.For the realisti m2�2-in�ation, N is very large(above 108�9) and 1=N e�ets give a very small or-retion for the duration of 60 Hubble times. However,for the time sales of the order � Np�, the orpus-ular orretions make a dramati di�erene. The up-per limit in (1)�(2) on the in�aton VEV omes pre-isely from suh long-time-sale e�ets. Although thisbound has not muh e�et on standard preditions fora 60-Hubble-times-lasting in�ation, it an dramatially

hange the large-sale piture of the in�ationary se-nario and in partiular exlude eternal in�ation fromthe omputational range. The detailed disussions inthis diretion an be found in [5℄.Finally, we make a very general point about thetrans-Plankian exursions of the in�aton �eld and thenature of UV-ompletion of gravity.The general uneasiness with trans-Plankian exur-sions of the in�aton VEVs omes from the intuitionthat during suh exursions, the modes oupled to thein�aton (in a nonderivative manner) beome trans-Plankian and integrating them out an indue an e�e-tive potential that prevents suh exursions. We stressthat suh a worry is based on a onventional Wilso-nian thinking and the story is very di�erent for a non-Wilsonian self-ompletion [9℄.Although the orpusular desription of in�ation [5℄and blak holes [4℄ does not a priory assume any on-rete form of the UV ompletion of gravity, it is prepar-ing a �rm mirosopi ground for the onept of non-Wilsonian self-ompletion [9℄. The key ingredient ofself-ompleteness is to replae ultra-Plankian modesof an energy E with multi-partile states (blak holes)of a large oupation number N(E) � E2L2P of softgravitons. We note that when applied to the in�ation-ary Hubble path, this expression fully agrees with (3),sine the energy loalized within the Hubble pathis given by E � M2P =H , whene N(E) � E2L2P ��M2P =H2.In this piture, the isolated one-partile states of amass M �MP do not exist and are replaed by blakholes, or equivalently, by the states omposed of manysoft gravitons. Unlike the Wilsonian ase, integratingout suh a multi-partile (almost-lassial) state mustresult in an exponentially suppressed ontribution tothe in�aton potential. Suh a ontribution annot pre-vent trans-Plankian exursions of the in�aton �eld.We must stress that the analogous point was indepen-dently made by Kehagias and Riotto [10℄.In onlusion, the non-Wilsonian self-ompletionof gravity suggests a built-in defense mehanism foran approximate shift symmetry for large values of thesalar �elds.The work of G. D. was supported by HumboldtFoundation under Alexander von Humboldt Professor-ship, by the European Commission under the ERC Ad-vaned Grant 226371 and ERC Advaned Grant 339169�Selfompletion�, by TRR 33 �The Dark Universe� andby the NSF grant PHY-0758032. The work of C. G. wassupported in part by Humboldt Foundation and by theGrants FPA 2009-07908, CPAN (CSD2007-00042) and597
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